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I

INTRODUCTION

Several regional and international courts (ICs) and treaty bodies are empowered to review whether a state’s legislation and policies are consistent with the human-rights conventions it has signed. Such human-rights review presents both theoretical and practical puzzles concerning the tensions between protecting human rights and respecting democratic sovereignty. These dilemmas are central to discussions about how both the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACtHR) interpret and apply their respective conventions: the European and the American Conventions on Human Rights (ECHR and ACHR).1 Academics and politicians have criticized both ICs for their alleged illegitimate intervention into well-functioning democracies, most famously by the United Kingdom in its 2012 proposal that states in the Council of Europe should severely prune the authority of the ECtHR.2

Scholars, politicians, and judges often use conceptions of subsidiarity as a normative framework for assessing how to allocate and exercise authority within a multilevel political and legal order. Principles of subsidiarity


unanimously espouse a presumption of authority at more local levels, but they differ on important details. This article considers how subsidiarity may be brought to bear on the challenges the ECtHR and the IACtHR face. The article focuses on two politically salient, normative questions. First, should states—even well-functioning democracies—subject themselves to ICs with the authority to interpret and adjudicate alleged violations of relevant human-rights treaties? Second, is it consistent with their mission of protecting human rights that ICs grant the states some discretion, that is, a “margin of appreciation,” or does such discretion nullify the human-rights protection the ICs were established to provide?

This article suggests that states have subsidiarity-based rationales for binding themselves to ICs and that the ICs should grant states a conditional margin of appreciation with respect to certain human rights. A historical and empirical backdrop explains how these ICs can protect human rights while being duly deferential to state sovereignty, even for states with minimal democratic credentials. Subsidiarity considerations identify the authority a human-rights court or treaty body should enjoy as well as limits it should face. In particular, subsidiarity arguments help delineate the margin of appreciation that the ECtHR grants states in determining whether certain human-rights violations have occurred.

The discussion of these ICs lends support to several of the assumptions concerning subsidiarity outlined in this issue’s introduction. Part II provides an overview of some of the discussions concerning the concept of subsidiarity. Part III lays out some explanatory subsidiarity arguments—reasons why states have agreed to self-binding by human-rights ICs—and discusses why these arguments have become more contested. Part IV presents some relevant features of the ECtHR and its history, including its margin-of-appreciation doctrine, and part V explains how the ECtHR addresses the dilemma of protecting democratic sovereignty while protecting human rights by considering when and why democratic decisions merit deference. Part VI concludes, discussing some of the implications for how subsidiarity arguments apply to human rights and considering in more detail the six conjectures from this issue’s introduction.

II

SUBSIDIARITY

Principles of subsidiarity, theorems in normative political theory, urge a rebuttable presumption for the local. Local authorities should enjoy as much authority as possible, so long as it is consistent with achieving the particular,


normatively permitted or required objectives of the relevant IC. The burden of argument, due to this presumption for the local, thus rests with proponents of centralized authority. Beyond these broad statements, different conceptions of subsidiarity vary drastically in how they formulate this presumption. Generally, central bodies must offer comparable effectiveness or efficiency when they exercise authority over the constituent bodies, but conceptions diverge as to who decides on the objectives; whether central authority is required; and, if such authority is required, what kind. Consider, for instance, the scope of issues of concern: the relations between the head of family and the individual members, the powers of the central unit in relation to federation members, or the power of an international human-rights court over the states that have submitted to the court’s governing human-rights treaty. The normative conception of subsidiarity used here is person centered rather than state centered. Authority should be placed with states or international bodies only insofar as such centralization better promotes and protects the interests of individual persons rather than states. Thus, constraints imposed by human-rights ICs on state sovereignty are justified only insofar as they promote and protect individuals’ interests better than would a state system without ICs.

A separate yet related role of subsidiarity is as an explanatory hypothesis to explain why certain actors subject themselves to international bodies. Empirically, it is usually only when actors are convinced that their interests are served by placing some authority with a regional or international body that delegate authority to it. Thus, explanatory subsidiarity, which views states and the interests of their governments as the fundamental explanatory units within a soft rationalist framework, accounts for several features of international law—not only in the area of human rights, but also arguably more generally. These features include a prevalent understanding of the centrality of state consent in creating such legal obligations—the requirement that national remedies must be exhausted before turning to international courts and treaty bodies—and the often-weak treaty sanctions.
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Another expression of explanatory subsidiarity may be the ECtHR practice of granting states a margin of appreciation when assessing whether they are in compliance with their obligations. But this gives rise to two central questions: First, is this court-established doctrine consistent with the states’ transfer of authority to the ECtHR? And, second, if not, is it nonetheless justifiable as a way for the court to defer to democratic rule?

This article addresses explanatory subsidiarity mainly from a normative perspective, recognizing that states may have an interest both in maintaining a broad scope of autonomy and in restraining the power of the ECtHR and the IACtHR. The practice of granting states a margin of appreciation may be justified by normative subsidiarity arguments ultimately based on protecting and promoting individuals’ interests. This argument first requires considering the rationale for why states should submit to human-rights ICs, if at all, and then calls for exploring the reasons why these courts should grant states some such margin of discretion.

III
WHY STATES BIND THEMSELVES TO HUMAN-RIGHTS ICs AND WHY THESE RATIONALES BECOME LESS SALIENT

The normative issues concerning international human-rights review and the margin of appreciation may best be approached by considering why states subject themselves to regional human-rights conventions and their treaty bodies, such as the ECtHR and the IACtHR, and why states have recently become more critical to such subjection.

States have established many treaties with ICs to help alleviate collective-action problems among and within states.\textsuperscript{13} For example, ICs promote trade within the European Union (EU) or the World Trade Organization.\textsuperscript{14} An independent and impartial authoritative body can help resolve prisoners’ dilemmas and free-rider fears between states in the commercial context by monitoring compliance, reviewing domestic legislation and administrative decisions, and interpreting and adjudicating agreements that mutually bind the disputing states.\textsuperscript{15} Thus, states agree to be bound by ICs to ensure that other states do likewise and to secure otherwise unattainable mutually beneficial results.

However, human-rights ICs do not fit this model. Rather, the ECtHR and the IACtHR adjudicate disputes between individuals and their own states


regarding whether the states have complied with relevant conventions, and review the compatibility between conventions and national laws and practices. These ICs do not address collective-action problems among states. Instead, states submit to these courts in order to enhance their own credibility as human-rights–committed legal and political orders. Thus regional human-rights courts help the states bind themselves, rather than other private or public actors. When a state constrains its sovereignty in this way, it is “both a self-binding pre-commitment on the part of the legislature, and an other-binding choice made to bind future legislative actors and units within the political system to the constitutional bargain.”

A state may want to use an IC to provide such assurance to many relevant public audiences. First, a state may bind itself to an IC to enhance trust in its domestic population that the particular government is committed to human rights and that future generations of its government will remain committed. A second important audience is comprised of opposing political parties that might otherwise pursue human-rights–violating platforms. Indeed, several states originally wanted to give the ECtHR more significant powers than those with which it was originally equipped precisely for that reason: to “lock in” human rights as a constraint on future governments. Furthermore, a state may ratify human-rights conventions to gain “legitimacy in the eyes of other states.” The fear of illegitimacy may be especially acute when almost all other states have signed a convention, resulting in a stigma attaching to nonsignatory states. In the case of the European Convention on Human Rights, reputational concerns were supplemented with material benefits because the ECtHR gradually became a gatekeeper to the Council of Europe. In order to provide such an assurance of liberalized democracy, the IC must be sufficiently independent of the states it reviews. In particular, the states should not be the final interpreter of a convention, or the attempt to provide assurance to other audiences will fail.

If a state no longer needs an IC to maintain credibility with the various audiences, the state will naturally seek to limit the relevant court’s ability to constrain state sovereignty. For example, in the Americas in the 1990s the political opposition shifted from an authoritarian regime-in-waiting, to other parties equally committed to human rights. Thus, the governments committed
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to democratic rule no longer needed the IACtHR as a last resort to remedy future massive human-rights violations.

These historical changes help explain the surge in criticism of both the IACtHR and the ECtHR. Critics assert that these ICs intervene too forcefully into issues that should not be subject to international judicial review. Instead, critics argue that the respective courts should grant the states a broader margin of appreciation.

For example, scholars have noted two historical changes in the violations brought to the ECtHR. The Court was originally established as an “early warning system” to prevent states from lapsing into totalitarianism. It set out the fundamental rights and freedoms that states should secure to everyone in their jurisdiction, and provided a judicial enforcement system—the European Court of Human Rights—by which states which violated human rights could be called to account.

As the states developed into strong, generally well-functioning democracies, though, the ECtHR’s role changed to helping correct their minor flaws as regards human-rights violations. With the crop of new states that joined the Council of Europe, the Court was required to refocus its efforts to “consolidate democracy and the rule of law in new and relatively fragile democracies.” Once the new member states joined the EU, some joined the ranks of critics, complaining about the sovereignty constraints imposed by the ECtHR as politicized attacks.

These changes help explain growing number of calls to reduce the competences of the human-rights ICs in both jurisdictions. Critics have argued, for example, that the IACtHR should be more deferential to decisions emerging from high-quality democratic processes and should defer to the states’ interpretations or applications of the Convention, in effect granting states a margin of appreciation in such cases.

Similarly, in preparation for a 2012 Council of Europe meeting, the United Kingdom proposed that the ECtHR should grant states a broad margin of appreciation and that the Court should no longer have the ultimate authority to interpret the ECHR. Rather, the United Kingdom urged that the Court should
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override a state’s interpretation only if the “national court clearly erred in its interpretation or application of the Convention rights.”\(^{31}\)

The United Kingdom’s suggestions have received mixed responses. Former President of the IACtHR and current International Court of Justice judge Cançado Trindade has objected to the IACtHR’s use of the margin-of-appreciation doctrine.\(^{32}\) Likewise, several authors regard this doctrine as an abdication by the ECtHR. They argue,

[W]here national procedures are notoriously prone to failure, most evident when minority rights and interests are involved, no margin and no consensus should be tolerated. Anything less than the assumption of full responsibility would amount to a breach of duty by the international human rights organs.\(^{33}\)

The United Kingdom’s initiative did not constrain the ECtHR as much as the draft recommended: The states agreed to Protocol No. 15, not yet in force, which refers to an ECtHR-established margin-of-appreciation doctrine and to subsidiarity in the Preamble of the Convention.\(^{34}\) But no changes were made concerning the ultimate authority on interpreting the ECHR—that remains the ECtHR—contrary to the United Kingdom’s proposal.\(^{35}\)

How can a normative principle of subsidiarity help assess these proposals? The answer requires more relevant details about the ECtHR and the margin-of-appreciation doctrine.

### IV

**The European Court of Human Rights: Toward More Independence Yet More Deference to States via the Margin of Appreciation**

The ECtHR is the most powerful of the human-rights ICs because it issues legally binding judgments. The express role of the Court is subsidiary vis-à-vis the states. The Court shall “ensure the observance of the engagements undertaken by the High Contracting Parties in the Convention and the Protocols.”\(^{36}\) This complex role has required a combination of independence from and subservience to the states.\(^{37}\)

The ECtHR has gradually increased its autonomy, which no doubt has

---
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fuelled the protests from some states. Originally, individuals could make complaints to the European Commission on Human Rights, which would forward to the ECtHR those complaints it found admissible.\(^{38}\) In 1990, Protocol No. 9 allowed individuals to bring cases directly,\(^{39}\) and in 1998, Protocol No. 11 both rendered the Court a full-time institution to allow it to handle more cases and abolished the Commission.\(^{40}\)

The Court has also engaged in dynamic interpretation of the ECHR, reading far more rights into it than the states would have envisioned in the 1950s.\(^{41}\) The ECtHR has held, for example, that the Convention prohibits corporal punishment,\(^{42}\) human trafficking,\(^{43}\) and certain forms of religious teaching in public schools,\(^{44}\) and that it protects the right not to join a trade union.\(^{45}\)

Notwithstanding trends of increasing independence from states, the ECtHR has not always sought to maximize its autonomy and powers of judicial human-rights review. In particular, the Court has developed the margin-of-appreciation doctrine, which urges the Court to defer to the domestic judiciary’s assessment of whether there is a breach of the Convention.\(^{46}\)

Many trace the doctrine back to the 1958 *Cyprus* case,\(^{47}\) in which the Commission asserted that under the derogation clause in Article 15, U.K.

---
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authorities enjoyed a certain measure of discretion to assess the extent of rights violations justified by the public-emergency situation. The Court developed the doctrine and its rationale more fully in cases heard in the 1960s. 48

The ECtHR reviews whether state legislation or policy that appears to violate the Convention has acceptable objectives and whether the legislation is proportionate to the objectives pursued. 49 Generally, only when the Court is convinced that the state has performed a satisfactory proportionality test, will the ECtHR defer to the domestic judiciary’s decision. 50

Several central aspects of the margin-of-appreciation doctrine are important in assessing it. The ECtHR rarely offers a margin of appreciation for violations of the nonderogable rights to life or the rights against torture, slavery, or forced labor. 51 The ECtHR is also very restrictive in granting a margin of appreciation for rights concerning political participation, freedom of expression, and other rights required for well-functioning democratic decisionmaking. 52

Several ECHR rights explicitly provide for exceptions. 53 More specifically, the ECtHR claims that the margin-of-appreciation doctrine is particularly appropriate in three main scenarios in which domestic authorities are better suited to judge given that they have conducted a proportionality assessment: 54

1. When ‘balancing’ against other urgent issues such as emergencies, public safety, the economic well-being of the country, as permitted by Articles 8, 9, and 10;
2. When balancing different rights against each other; 55
3. When applying the human-rights norms to specific circumstances of a state.
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States may be justified in violating some individuals’ rights but only if the restrictions on rights are proportionate to certain acceptable social objectives or other rights. When the ECtHR seeks to decide this, it must determine whether the state’s policy minimizes the violation of rights required to achieve the objectives.

The ECtHR has specified an additional important requirement for granting states a margin of appreciation: that the state must give evidence of this proportionality test. The state must have assessed whether there is proportionality or a “fair balance” between the means and the end sought.

Case law has developed five elements of this proportionality test:

1. The legitimacy of the social objective pursued;
2. How important the restricted or derogated right is, for example, as a foundation of a democratic society;
3. How invasive the proposed interference will be;
4. Whether the restriction of the right is necessary;
5. Whether the reasons offered by the national authorities are relevant and sufficient.

The ECtHR also assesses whether the state has carried out these steps in a substantively satisfactory way. Indeed, the Court sometimes holds that a state’s test is unacceptable.

But the Court may decide against granting a margin of appreciation if the legislation or policy at hand runs counter to an observed emerging consensus in Europe, sometimes expressed as “the existence or non-existence of common ground between the laws of the Contracting States.” When it perceives such a consensus, the Court may require the accused state to provide an even more convincing argument for its policies, but the Court has also ruled against accused states on this ground.

---

may be a good way to check its dynamic interpretation of the ECHR. However, the Court does not appear to have an established procedure to ascertain the requisite consensus. And critics claim that the weight of the consensus factor is indeterminate.\footnote{Laurence R. Helfer, Consensus, Coherence, and the European Convention on Human Rights, 26 CORNELL INT’L L.J. 133, 139 (1993); see also Benvenisti, supra note 33, at 852 (“The consensus rationale . . . is but a convenient subterfuge.”).}

Before moving to a normative assessment of the margin-of-appreciation doctrine as part of the ECtHR’s practice, consider what may have motivated the Court to develop such a complex procedure. The judges may have had at least two, possibly compatible, objectives. First, the Court may have developed this doctrine to build its legitimacy by avoiding controversial decisions against powerful actors. However, this alone cannot explain the limits of the doctrine and its complex features and conditions. The Court’s margin-of-appreciation doctrine goes beyond what a simple avoidance strategy would predict because these aspects are justified as elements of the subsidiary role of the ECtHR vis-à-vis the member states. These features can thus be better explained by the judges’ attempts to pursue the Court’s objectives as defined in the ECHR: to bolster the domestic authorities’ respect for human rights and to help protect individuals against human-rights violations. Note that this role of the ECtHR as a mechanism for states to bind themselves to certain standards does not incentivize the Court to impose ever-stricter requirements on the states. To the contrary, the margin-of-appreciation doctrine expresses a principle of subsidiarity regarding the Court’s respect for democratic decisionmaking.

\section*{V}

\textbf{DUE RESPECT FOR DEMOCRACY: THE CONDITIONAL CASE FOR INTERNATIONAL JUDICIAL RIGHTS REVIEW}

Several Council of Europe states rate poorly on “democratic quality.”\footnote{Democracy Watch, www.democracywatch.ca (last visited Feb. 10, 2016); CENTER FOR SYSTEMIC PEACE, Polity IV Project, www.systemicpeace.org/polity/polity4.htm (last visited Feb. 10, 2016).} The case for a review body such as the ECtHR to protect citizens’ human rights seems more plausible for these states. But for well-functioning democracies, the ECtHR’s practices, including the margin-of-appreciation doctrine, appear odd: objectionably antidemocratic and not sufficiently protective of human rights.

To justify the ECtHR’s role and authority, one must first recall the reasons to value democratic rule and the conditions under which these arguments apply. It will then become clear that, in light of the reasons for valuing democracy, the criticism that the Court is antidemocratic does not hold up.

Assume that democracy is a set of institutionally established procedures that regulate competition for control over political authority on the basis of deliberation where almost all adult citizens may participate as equals in an
electoral mechanism. At least two reasons to respect such democratic self-governance should give pause to international judicial review as done by the ECtHR. Indeed, the Court itself mentions several of them. The best instrumental argument for such democratic decisionmaking seems to be comparative. Democratic rule is, over time, more responsive to the best interests of all members of the political order than nondemocratic procedures. Such interests include self-determination and nondomination, as well as the security of basic needs and fairly shared benefits of social cooperation among inhabitants. Thus, respect for individuals’ interest in self-determination and nondomination is a concern the Court often acknowledges. A second argument in favor of local democratic decisionmaking is epistemic: those closer to real-world circumstances are better equipped to determine the policy choices that promote and protect the interests of those affected by those choices.

These arguments for democratic rule hold under only certain conditions. There are at least three reasons to be wary of unlimited majoritarian democratic rule, and in each case, an IC may help reduce the concern. First, the benefits of majority rule reliably accrue only from well-functioning democracies. An IC may be particularly important when such democratic institutions are not in place. Second, well-functioning majoritarian democratic procedures can deteriorate. An IC that monitors and safeguards the democratic process is thus consistent with valuing democracy. Third, even well-functioning democracies sometimes render flawed decisions, due to insufficient information in a particular case, ignorance, or even ill will. A body that seeks to prevent miscarriages of democratic deliberation and abuse of majority voting may thus provide important services. Majoritarian rule should especially be reviewed to ensure that the interests of minorities are sufficiently secured and promoted given the high probability that democratic decisions could be to their detriment, with minority interests and basic rights on the chopping block.

Respect for majoritarian democracy is compatible with review of decisions that violate the rights of minorities or the individual rights necessary for a well-

72. Characteristics of well-functioning democracies include, for example, the freedom of expression and a broadly dispersed right to vote.
functioning democracy. And the ECtHR provides precisely that. The Court’s review enables states to better respect individuals’ human rights and other interests.  

Judicial review by an IC like the ECtHR contributes to domestic human-rights review in at least three ways. First, an IC is even more independent from the domestic government than the domestic judiciary and can provide citizens more trustworthy assurance of their government’s human-rights compliance. Second, the ECtHR can also enhance the independence and quality of the domestic judiciary with respect to human-rights protection by supporting its human-rights judgments against the state. Third, a state that subjects itself to the ECtHR thereby helps protect and promote the human rights of citizens in other European states by pressuring less democratic states to also consent to the Court’s authority. These three arguments apply a person-centered conception of subsidiarity; they support granting a body above the state certain authority in order to benefit the interests of individuals.

Regarding the margin-of-appreciation doctrine, if international judicial review is so valuable, why limit it by granting states a margin of appreciation? Subsidiarity arguments help clarify this issue. Recall from part IV several relevant aspects. First the limited scope of application of the doctrine: some nonderogable rights are excluded. Violations of nonderogable rights arguably do not merit deference, and the ECtHR should instead protect these individual rights with full force. The margin of appreciation is likewise not granted for rights central to the functioning of democratic mechanisms. The ECtHR, then, only grants a margin when the state’s decisions reflect democratic deliberation.

On the other hand, subsidiarity considerations suggest that states should remain the final arbiter of human-rights violations when the ECtHR cannot or is unlikely to provide better protection of human rights, because then the objectives are not better achieved by allocating that authority above the state. A state should enjoy a margin of appreciation for those circumstances in which domestic courts and other authorities are expected to be at least as well equipped and willing as the ECtHR to determine whether there is a violation of human rights. These circumstances match several features of the margin-of-appreciation doctrine. The ECtHR claims that a margin of appreciation is particularly appropriate in those issue areas where domestic authorities are better suited to judge given that they have conducted a proportionality assessment. There is no general reason to suspect that a well-functioning democratic majoritarian system with an independent, competent judiciary will
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make rights-infringing decisions in these cases. An IC is not clearly more likely than domestic courts to properly apply the ECHR to such disputes.

However, these instrumental and comparative arguments for respecting democratic decisions and domestic judicial review hold only when the appropriate deliberation and assessments have actually been carried out and when the legislature has explored alternative policies and their implications for human rights. Thus, there are good reasons for the ECtHR to grant a margin of appreciation only when it is convinced that domestic authorities have actually carried out a proper proportionality test. Indeed, this proportionality-test requirement may help nudge states into more careful public deliberation of the kind that gives citizens reason to value democratic decisions. If the legislature performs such a test, it is more likely to be granted a margin of appreciation and to avoid the embarrassment of being found in violation of the ECHR. The Court’s proportionality-test requirement may thus promote better democratic deliberation and bolster the effectiveness of domestic judicial scrutiny.

The margin-of-appreciation doctrine may also weaken, but not refute, an argument against judicial review. The doctrine, at least when carefully specified and consistently applied, reduces the risk of states being subject to the arbitrary discretion of the judges of the ECtHR. The proportionality requirement also guides judges’ discretion and thus reduces the possibility of arbitrariness.

The ECtHR also faces general challenges concerning how subsidiarity should be applied when states have drastically different democratic credentials. Other human-rights ICs such as the IACtHR have long been faced with these challenges. In these circumstances, subsidiarity arguments may counsel more intervention and assistance to national authorities by the IC even though the IC may face more criticism from states and challenges to its authority.

The margin-of-appreciation doctrine lets the ECtHR avoid some such controversial assessments. The doctrine focuses exclusively on the proportionality test performed by domestic authorities in the particular case being considered, disregarding whether the test is the normal mode of decisionmaking in that state. Arguments based on subsidiarity may conclude that such nudging may be more appropriate than more contentious assertions by the Court about the democratic quality of the state insofar as the Court’s role is to bolster domestic human-rights mechanisms and protect against human-rights violations among states that are generally committed to these values. Therefore, person-centered subsidiarity arguments support the limits to international review imposed by the ECtHR’s margin-of-appreciation doctrine.

VI

CONCLUSION

This article has considered the role of subsidiarity in international human-rights courts, particularly the ECtHR, but also the IACtHR. Many ICs, for
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example those pertaining to trade, resolve various collective-action problems by ensuring that each state complies with agreed-upon standards. Human-rights ICs have a different main function when utilized by states. A state—even one with a well-functioning democracy—agrees to the authority of human-rights ICs largely to assure various audiences of their commitment to human rights. In examining how normative arguments for subsidiarity apply to human-rights ICs, this article explored how a person-centered conception of subsidiarity supports the ECtHR’s margin-of-appreciation doctrine. This doctrine limits the scope of the ECtHR’s human-rights review to issue areas where its review can better advance states’ protection and promotion of their citizens’ human rights than states’ domestic judicial review. The discussion about the ECtHR and its margin-of-appreciation doctrine thus illustrates how subsidiarity may support either centralization or decentralization, depending on whether the state has conducted a proportionality test. Without such a test, the presumption in favor of the local authority disappears, and the ECtHR neither will nor should grant a margin of appreciation.

One upshot of these arguments is that a margin of appreciation may not be appropriate for international courts generally, notwithstanding other scholars’ arguments to the contrary.\(^{80}\) A convergence toward a margin-of-appreciation doctrine across ICs cannot be detected. Furthermore, the considerations in favor of a margin-of-appreciation doctrine do not obviously hold for ICs other than the ECtHR, as the ECtHR is significantly different from ICs established to address collective-action problems such as reducing barriers to international trade. States have good reason to be skeptical of granting each other discretion to determine their own compliance with such treaties where there are strong temptations for each state to free ride on the compliance of others.

The discussion also sheds light on the conjectures made in this issue’s introduction. The ECtHR’s increased independence and the backlash in the form of the U.K.-led agreement on Protocol No. 15, which seeks to constrain the Court, lends credence to several, but not all, of the conjectures.

Conjecture 1 holds that a vertical multilevel system with more significant authority at the global level will engender calls for subsidiarity to limit further expansion of IC authority. The concerns expressed by the United Kingdom and others leading to Protocol No. 15 exemplify conjecture one. As a multilevel system, the European human-rights regime has developed significant authority. At the same time, several states have less need for the credibility gained from self-binding arrangements. This has fueled an express demand for more decentralizing subsidiarity, with states therefore agreeing that the ECtHR should grant states a margin of appreciation in the Preamble of the ECHR.\(^{81}\)

The support for this change also exemplifies conjectures two and three. Conjecture 2 calls for subsidiarity to increase as state consent recedes—a mode

---

of legitimation, more so for delegated pooled authority. And conjecture 3 suggests that demand for subsidiarity also increases when global institutions intervene deeper into specific local affairs. The human-rights ICs do indeed review a wide range of domestic legislation and policies, even more so as a result of dynamic interpretation. Thus, the ECtHR influences issues often regarded as core to state sovereignty, such as determining who should have the right to vote and prohibiting expulsion of suspected threats to national security.

Conjecture 4 holds that subsidiarity arguments in favor of leaving issues to local authorities are accepted to a greater degree when few negative externalities are present. This article suggests that Conjecture 4 applies to human-rights ICs due to their main role as a self-binding mechanism rather than as a response to a collective-action problem among states. The main topic of concern to the ECtHR is how states treat their own citizens, with few implications that impinge on other states. Thus, few states, if any, have registered strong objections to granting a margin of appreciation.

Conjecture 5 asserts that powerful actors with strong interests in imposing uniform interpretation of regime rules upon other countries will protest subsidiarity, with less resistance by such actors indifferent to such uniformity. This is also consistent with the human-rights ICs, given their role as self-commitment devices. No strong actors object to the margin-of-appreciation doctrine, partly because it does not lend itself to free riding among states. Only seldom would a state have a major interest in restricting other states' human-rights practices. This is one of the differences between the collective-action-problem-solving ICs and the human-rights ICs. The main objective of the ECtHR is not to promote uniformity among states but, rather, to ensure human-rights standards in each state. Other states have little to lose by allowing variations as to how the standards are met, partly because there is no free-rider problem at stake among them.

Conjecture 6 holds that central-level institutions that enjoy significant and stable institutional and political autonomy are unlikely to support subsidiarity arguments in favor of more local authority. Regional human-rights courts such as the ECtHR seem to contradict this intuitively plausible conjecture. It was the ECtHR itself that initiated the margin-of-appreciation doctrine, which expresses such subsidiarity in favor of local autonomy. The Court has developed the doctrine since 1958—during periods when the Court has been autonomous and enjoyed broad support. Thus, the doctrine does not seem to be motivated only by a concern to avoid confrontations with powerful states. The complex scope and requirements of the margin-of-appreciation doctrine would not be expected if the Court introduced the doctrine only to maintain states’ support. However, these complexities are plausible—and defensible—in light of the subsidiary role of the ECtHR vis-à-vis states. The ECtHR helps states

enhance their long-term credibility with various stakeholders, including domestic populations and other states. This has left the ECtHR with few institutional incentives to empower itself at the cost of state sovereignty. This article argued that the margin-of-appreciation doctrine with a proportionality test may provide a helpful, practical resolution of the dilemma the ECtHR faces of choosing between respecting democratic state sovereignty and promoting human rights. Considerations of subsidiarity help indicate how the margin-of-appreciation doctrine and the proportionality test may be defended in principle. Importantly, subsidiarity may also shed light on how international human-rights courts generally, and the ECtHR in particular, may be improved in practice. At the same time, this discussion has illustrated that appeals to a principle of subsidiarity do not settle the issue at hand or end the discussion. To the contrary, appeals to subsidiarity, at best, may help structure important debates about how to allocate and use authority in multilevel systems of global and regional governance.